
Not only STM training and exams 
  

WHEN : Not only STM 21.6. - June 28, 2020 
  Meeting for departure Prague, Roztyly, bus platform No. 4, at 16:30, return around 18:00 will be 

specified. Arrival for motorists on the first day at 18:00 to 18:30 (dinner and evening training already in 

the program) - not earlier. Pick-up of participants on the last day at approximately 15:30 and only when handing 

over a tidy room without defects.    
WHERE: Beztahov - you can find the map in the Schedule of events on tkd.cz   
The event takes place in the TKD center of our school. Sleeping bag required.  
WHO AND WHAT : Not only STM - the concentration is intended primarily for members of STM (Center for 

Talent Youth) and STS. All STM members with a valid contract are obliged to complete the entire event. All those 

interested in STM and STS have the opportunity to dominate this camp . The training is also intended for all those 

interested in more sporty training. STM members are automatically registered for this training. Everyone can 

participate if they are ready for more demanding trainings.   
Visits to family members are strictly possible by prior arrangement. 
Exams - 28.6. from 13:30. Arrival and examination is required no later than 27.6. at 9:30 , but we recommend a 

much longer time for a better chance of passing the exam. 
. 
PRICE: For the calculation crews can use the calculator to https://www.tkd.cz/kalkulacka.aspx . The price 

includes transport from and to the meeting place, food and drinking regime, accommodation, training, possible 

tests and equipment to gain each technical level ( doboks , colored and black belts, a set of protectors, methodical 

manuals, pad , training knife). Equipment will not be provided to members of the school who have not been to the 

training camp for at least two months for more than 13 months and have been in our school for more than 13 

months and are at the same time 9 years or older. An exception applies here for those registered for canceled 

events. Dobok is a necessity for tests, as well as other equipment, it is possible to buy it at training 

camps, see Equipment at www.tkd.cz as well as all other equipment.      
             1 day 1000CZK minus discount 
              Discounts: 50% every third and next practicing family member, GBHS teachers, lifelong members 
                          40% members of STM GBHS, members of STS (two days see contract) 
                          35% non- practitioners, 15% visits from other schools  
                          10% own trip (5% one trip) reported by 15.6. 
                          10% for registration and deposit 1500 CZK until 15.6. 
                           5% of the whole camp 
The deposit is refundable only in the case of an apology within two days before the start of the training for serious 

documented health reasons . The only other possible excuses at STM are those resolved when signing the 

contract. Advances or entire amounts can be clearly marked with the name and purpose to our school 

account 2982742001/5500 or pay in cash to teachers with payment notification to info @ tkd.cz. The rest of the 

amount can be paid on the spot upon arrival or back to the account. Discounts are not possible for payments or 

additional payments after the event. Log in only via www.tkd.cz/harmonogram.aspx . Solve any changes to 

applications via info@tkd.cz . STM members are registered automatically and only deal with changes to 

applications (eg apologies, own trip, special diet). If you choose your own login, it is not possible to take 

advantage of the STM discount.     
If the number of registered exceeds the capacity of accommodation , non-members of STM and STS will 

be invited to change accommodation (tent, own with commuting) with an additional 10% discount for the 

shortest time . The information will take place by 18 June. The participation of non-trainees may also be 

canceled.   
WARNING and WHAT TO DO : From the 9th grade school dobok , paper, pencil, small pocket money possible, 

common needs as for camps. From the yellow pad with you and from the green complete protectors, we 

recommend the helmet. Shoes and clothes for training outdoors and indoors . 
- ban on valuables          
- very bad signal to none and difficult to call          
- each participant may be sent home by decision of the teachers without compensation for gross breach of 

discipline          
- Everyone will have the number for their parents and the health insurance card with them          

PROGRAM:   8:45 breakfast 
                        9:30 training 
                        12:30 lunch 
                        14:30 afternoon program (team training, running…) 
                        16:00 afternoon training 
                        18:15 dinner 
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                        19:45 training (by appointment possible without preschool children) 
                        22:00 party pupils (23:00 party juniors) 
If your child knows how to recognize the right and left, knows the lessons, has basic hygiene habits and is able to 

communicate basic with the teacher (eg to announce that he is sick) - it is not a problem for him to manage camp 

himself. For young children, we recommend the participation of a parent, rather than the long-term and crying 

daily phone calls home, which is technically and difficult to make here. Parents must encourage direct 

communication between the student and the teacher.  
We ask all members ( parents also prefer preschoolers ) to find at least two days to check and take the exams. 
The child will be admitted to the training camp only healthy (no temperatures, coughing…). Trips outside the TKD 

center will be limited and the buildings will be equipped with disinfectants and plenty of soap. Nevertheless, we 

also recommend bringing enough of your own drapes, soap and disinfection. Members will be accommodated 

according to training (age) groups. The stay of non-trainers will be minimized in the area.  
You'd better read the whole leaflet one more time . 
info and apologies:  info@tkd.cz Urgent questions: master Martin Zámečník 603302739 
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